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Helioseismology



helioseismology, n.
The study of the sun's interior by   

the observation and analysis of 

oscillations at its surface.                 

Cf. asteroseismology n.

[Oxford English Dictionary]
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helioseismology, n.

Now 60 years 

and counting…



Oscillations 

across the 

HR Diagram 
Aerts, ARAA, 2019



Asteroseismology, n.
The study of the interior of stars by 

the observation and analysis of 

oscillations at their surface.          

Cf. helioseismology n.

[Oxford English Dictionary]



Interior Structures of Stars



Interior Structures of Stars



“At first sight it would seem that the deep interior of 
the sun and stars is less accessible to scientific 

investigation than any other region of the universe. 
Our telescopes may probe farther and farther into the 
depths of space; but how can we ever obtain certain 

knowledge of that which is hidden beneath 
substantial barriers? What appliance can pierce 

through the outer layers of a star and test the 
conditions within?”

A. S. Eddington, ‘The Internal Constitution of the Stars’, 1926

The Unseen Solar Interior



“Ordinary stars must be viewed respectfully like 
objects in glass cases in museums; our fingers are 

itching to pinch them and test their resilience. 
Pulsating stars are like those fascinating models in 
the Science Museum provided with a button which 

can be pressed to set the machinery in motion. To be 
able to see the machinery of a star throbbing with 

activity is most instructive for the development of our 
knowledge.”

A. S. Eddington, ‘Stars and Atoms’, 1927, Oxford Uni. Press, p. 89

Pulsations Open a Window



Near-surface turbulence 

generates acoustic noise…

DKIST data



Solar Oscillations

Fossat et al.

Standing acoustic waves trapped in interior



Solar Oscillations
Mode patterns correspond to spherical harmonics



Fundamental period of radial 
pulsation:

Ritter 1880; Shapley, 1914

Pulsation Timescale

Π ∝ ⟨𝜌⟩−1/2



Pulsation Timescale

Sun: fundamental 

radial-mode period

 f  1.8 hours

 f  160 Hz



Oscillations of the Sun
Frequency spectrum of solar oscillations

Chaplin et al.



Birmingham      

Solar-Oscillations 

Network
BiSON





Global and Local
Helioseismology

Global seismology: 

o Constituent waves live long enough to 

travel round the Sun

o Modes give longitudinal average of 

properties (also cannot distinguish 

asymmetry in properties above and 

below equator)



Solar Oscillations

Fossat et al.

Probe structure and rotation throughout interior



Solar Oscillations
Mode patterns correspond to spherical harmonics



Global Oscillations 

Network Group (GONG)

Helioseismic Magnetic 

Imager (HMI) on SDO

Polarimetric and Helioseismic 

Imager (PHI) on Solar Orbiter



Global and Local
Helioseismology

Local seismology: 

o Do not wait for resonance to establish 

globally

o Observe effects of interference in local 

volumes beneath surface





Internal 

Structure and 

Rotation



Solar Abundance Problem
Inversions for solar sound speed



Solar Abundance Problem
Inversions for solar sound speed

Magg et al. 2022



Internal Solar Rotation

GONG data



Torsional oscillations penetrating 

the convective envelope

Vorontsov et al. Science, 296, 101, 2002



Solar sub-surface zonal flows 

Howe et al., 2023, in preparation



The Tachocline (‘speed slope’)

Located just 

beneath base of 

convection zone

Key for dynamo 

action!



Solar internal rotation

Garcia et al., 2010, Science, 316, 1591



Probing activity and the 

solar dynamo



▪ Directly, by action of Lorentz 

force

▪ Indirectly by changing 

stratification

Oscillations as probes of activity 

and the solar cycle

Magnetic fields can change 

mode frequencies & splittings:



Flows and wave speed 

variation beneath sunspot

Courtesy A. G. Kosovichev

Arrows show flows:

Colours show 

wave-speed:

Faster… in red

Slower… in blue

Larger

Smaller



Solar Sub-Surface Weather

Courtesy D. A. Haber

Flows (arrows) beneath regions of magnetic flux (red)

Measure flows 

underneath small 

patches

Rotation brings new 

patches into view

Build up strips, side-

by-side, in longitude



Space weather predictions
Far-side imaging of active regions



Sunspot record: solar cycles



Sunspot record: solar cycles



Five seismic solar cycles with BiSON

232221 24

25



Comparison of oscillation 

frequencies at cycle minima

Howe et al., 2023, in prep.

Systematic differences reveal structural changes



Prediction: Seismic Sun back 

to the Maunder Minimum

Chaplin et al., 2019, MNRAS, 489, L86



Asteroseismology, n.
The study of the interior of stars by 

the observation and analysis of 

oscillations at their surface.          

Cf. helioseismology n.

[Oxford English Dictionary]



Credit: NASA/SDO/Goddard

Seismic inference on 

active latitudes



(3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

(10,10)(10,5)(5,5)

Inference on active latitudes 
Frequency shifts depend on (l, m)



Solar Oscillations
Mode patterns correspond to spherical harmonics



(1,0) (1,1) (2,0)

(3,0)(2,2)(2,1)

Inference on active latitudes 
Frequency shifts depend on (l, m)
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Spherical harmonic Activity distribution

constant

Principles of the method

Thomas, Chaplin et al. 2019, MNRAS, 485, 3857

Observable



Principles of the method

Thomas, Chaplin et al. 2019, MNRAS, 485, 3857



BiSON
Sun-as-a-star 

helioseismology



Results: Sun-as-a-star 

BiSON data

Thomas, Chaplin et al. 2019, MNRAS, 485, 3857



NASA Kepler Mission



Results: solar analogue 

HD173701

Thomas, Chaplin et al. 2019, MNRAS, 485, 3857



◼Sun with BiSON

◼HD173701 with Kepler

Results: solar analogue 

HD173701

Thomas, Chaplin et al. 2019, MNRAS, 485, 3857



Credit: NASA/SDO/Goddard

Spots and Faculae

faculae
spots



Montet et al., 2017, ApJ, 851, 116

Long-term brightness
Kepler lightcurves of solar-type stars



NASA TESS Mission



ESA PLATO Mission
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